
!

Successfully Leading 
in times of change



Change is necessary when there is a 
discrepancy between what is happening 

and what is desired



Who’s change is it?



Biggest changes in the past 5 years



Steering is OPTIONAL

Change is INEVITABLE



choices3



“It$is$not$the$strongest$of$the$species$that$survive,$$

Charles Darwin

but$the$ones$most$responsive$to$change."$
nor$the$most$intelligent,$



Information
Personal

Implementation
Impact

Collaboration
Refinement

Blanchard, 2010

CHANGE  
Predictable Stages of Concern



Ability to LEARN

Our ATTITUDEkey factors2



You CHOOSE your 
attitude 





Ability to LEARN

Our ATTITUDEkey factors2



You are an EXPERT in LEARNING!



Aspire to something better



Be open



Need to feel safe



Slightly uncomfortable



Get going!



Feedback





Don’t Eat the MARSHMALLOW Early!

video removed to reduce file size



Sins of  
Implementing Change 
7



Keep doing what you have always done

Sin1



Ignore it...trends come and go!

Sin2



Throw out the baby with the bath water

Sin3



Jump on EVERY bandwagon

Sin4



Waste your time and energy whinging

5Sin



Procrastinate until it becomes MASSIVE

Sin6



Sin7

Fake it…..do what you’ve always done but call it 
something else



	 	 Failure to prioritise

	 	 People are NOT held accountable for changing

	 	 No compelling reason to change

	 	 Poor change leadership team

	 	 People changing are not involved in planning

	 	 People’s concerns are NOT surfaced 

	 	 Announcing is NOT the same as implementing

7 Sins of LEADING Change 



3 keys
leverage

motivation momentum



leverage



motivation

purpose 
mastery 
autonomy

Daniel Pink



3 Motivators
• Purpose!

• Mastery!

• Autonomy

comes with        Responsibility!

requires! !  !   Change!

necessitates       Accountability

motivation



momentum



momentum



momentum



K.I.S.S.
Principle

Maximum of 3

momentum
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Prioritise and focus  

Communicate the compelling reason  

Involve key people in planning  

Plan for stages of concern  

Provide opportunities for raising concerns  

Monitor progress  

Anticipate the DIP 

Expect people to make the change 

Celebrate progress (but don’t eat the marshmallow)



choices3

Where will you spend your energy?



Appreciate the little things...


